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EPISODE 82

“AS: I would say if someone still believes they aren’t working hard enough, yet clearly not 

getting anywhere long-term — we can all get success in the quick term — they are still 

getting something out of the process. Some people believe they have control, although if 

you clearly reflect, you can see that you're actually the one being controlled by food and this 

process. But I think what keeps people in this pattern and what we do get from it, while 

unconscious, is it’s familiar and it provides a sense of safety. 

Again, this hard-working identity is something that's really benefited us, and most people 

who believe I’m just not working hard enough like about themselves. The side of us that 

wants to be safe are continuing to work hard will generate all kinds of good, noble, and bad 

thoughts to keep them from addressing the emotional side and to believe they can bypass 

this, because they're the exception.”

[INTRO]

[0:01:18.9] AS: You know battling food in your body doesn’t work. You want to love and accept 

yourself, and because you’re insatiable, you want results too. You bring the same intensity to 

your life, wanting to maximize your time, potential, and experiences you have here on our 

beautiful and wondrous planet Earth. Fair warning, it will be a rollercoaster. But for those 

insatiable, this is your primetime to thrive. Here is just saying yes to the hunger of wanting it all. 

I’m your host, Ali Shapiro, who is dedicated to pioneering a saner and more empowering 

approach to health and weight loss. 

[INTRODUCTION]

[0:01:39.9] AS: Welcome to episode 82 of the Insatiable Podcast; unmasking the I’m not just 

working hard enough body belief. In today’s episode, I’m going to talk about why it’s so hard to 

stop believing you’re just not working hard enough on your body and yet you must if you don’t 

want to miss out on what’s possible for you. 
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Second; why addressing your emotions are essential to revolutionary body freedom yet get 

dismissed in our body conversations and how you can make them part of your plan. Lastly, two 

key questions to working smart, not hard, for more agency and results of your body and food, 

more than you ever thought possible. 

[EPISODE]

[0:02:21.9] AS: Hello Insatiable listeners. Welcome to episode 82. It’s Ali here, obviously, and 

today is going to be a solo show where we get into why if you believe you’re just not working 

hard enough is actually keeping you stuck if you’re trying to lose weight, get healthy, all that 

good stuff. 

Before I get into that, I want to just give you a little personal update about my trip to D.C. But 

before I forget, I could really use your reviews on iTunes if you’ve benefited from the podcast, 

which I get emails from you guys every week that you have. I would really appreciate a review. It 

really helps us out. I’m going to read one of the reviews that I checked out the other day from 

Krista, and she says it’s one of the best podcast about weight issues: 

“Not only is this podcast one of the best and listen to you about weight issues. It's one of the 

best sources of information I’ve heard. I struggle with binging and dieting and I’ve listened, read, 

watch, and researched everything I get my hands on about this topic for the last 15 years. This 

is the best thing I’ve heard. Ali and Juliet are real and honest about all the facets of body issues 

and mindsets. The topic they talk about are so relevant and cover all the feelings I’ve had about 

this issue. They often put into words what I’ve been feeling it hadn't been able to explain. I’d felt 

so alone and crazy and they know exactly what it's like. I can't express how grateful and excited 

that I found this podcast. They know their stuff and are willing to go deep. Love them and this 

podcast.”

Thank you, Krista, for that review. If you do have the time, I’d really appreciate it if it means a lot. 

Last week I went down to D.C. If you listened to the podcast a couple of weeks ago, this group; 

Common Cause, they are a nonpartisan group that is a watchdog for government ethics and 

they haven't really been super busy in the history of time, in the last 50 years, except for now. It 
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was part of a conference, a press conference to get Trump to release his tax returns and they 

wanted to show how everyday people, those of us who are in the 99% who aren’t the top 1%, by 

that, I’m defining that as the people basically inherited all their wealth and just continued to 

benefit from everything their parents have done and the way that that our system is set up.

This conference was about how the everyday Americans, like myself, are playing by the rules 

and yet if we don't know what’s on Trump’s taxes, there's huge conflicts of interest. I didn’t really 

understand what a big deal it was until I got there and I learned from the lawyers and the people 

who have been doing government ethics. 

Let me tell you guys, it’s a little scary. Also, what I find encouraging is if you look at the history of 

time, as I’ve been reading about social change, the reason this backlash is happening towards 

women, towards minorities, towards the environment, is because we were making so much 

progress for true equality, and our system isn’t set up her true equality, so there’s going to be 

bumps and bruises. I'd really encourage everyone to start calling your reps and senators. It may 

be uncomfortable, but not as uncomfortable as it’s going to get if we don't stop this crazy dream 

roll-on. 

A really good organization if you're new to getting involved in politics as I am is 5calls.org, and 

then it's the number 5calls.org, and they will give you five calls you can make in scripts and 

everything based on who your senators are. 

Truthfully, I’ve been calling at the state level and I didn’t even know who my reps were. I just 

share this because they introduced me as an activist which I was like, “Oh, is that what I am?” 

But I’m on a huge learning curve here, and I think often especially as women, we think we have 

to know everything that we’re doing and we have to have it perfect, and we have to study. That 

is not true at all. Your voice is so important now. 

I went, I gave my speech about how the Affordable Care Act has an abled entrepreneurship as 

someone who grew up with teachers who are parents, and I didn't come from a family who 

could pay for me to learn how to run a business. The Affordable Care Act has been huge for 

entrepreneurship, and a lot of people are able to leave their jobs and start businesses. I shared 
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a little bit about that in my story, and I shared the video on my Facebook page at @alishapiro. 

Oh my God! I don't even remember the name of my Facebook page. At the end of the podcast. 

If you want to watch it, you can see it. It’s about six minutes. It was really invigorating, and I find 

that action is the anecdote to anxiety right now. If you're feeling anxious about the direction of 

our country, you're not crazy, you're totally awake, and using your voice really feels good. Yeah, 

it was a good trip. I don't think it was my best talk. I was a little — How can I say? I was 

intimidated. It was where the House of Representatives are. Even though everyone was like, 

“This is your tax dollars.” I was like, “Yeah.” 

Really great speaker went up before me. His name was Will. He represents on veterans and he 

was explaining what a national security issue Trump’s conflicts of interests are and also how a 

lot of these’ the Trump Care, the budget are horrible for vets. I learned so much from him and he 

was a great speaker and then I had to go on after that, which he was an Iraqi war veteran. He 

had a Purple Heart there. You kind of feel like, “Wow! Here's this guy who put his life on the line 

for us, and I’m going to go up and talk about starting a business as a result of having had 

cancer.” It was a little intimidating, but I did it, and they were pleased and stuff. 

Yeah, it was a good trip and I really encourage all of you guys to get involved. As I’ve met Will 

and other people who were down there, it was really encouraging to see how many people 

really are out there trying to make a difference and how, because all of us are basically 

alienated right now, whether people can see that or not, there's a lot of coming together right 

now which is supercool because when we come together we realized we are all more alike than 

different. Most of us are on the same page, which is super cool. It feels good to connect to our 

humans — Our fellow Americans when it feels so divisive in the country right now. 

Thanks everyone who asked about it. It does feel like a drop in the bucket, but if we all do our 

drops, we can be can be rainmakers. 

All right. On to today's episode, where a lot of — I get a lot of emails from clients, or when I’m 

working with clients. After they’ve worked with me for a couple of months and realized how 

much relief there is in really addressing the emotional piece of why people struggle with their 

bodies. They will say to me, “Everybody needs this.” 
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They can't un-see that food is only half the equation. Actually, the easier side of the equation. 

It's the life piece, or how do you know what you — How do you do what you know you should 

that a lot of people struggle with. 

This other half is being in a healthy relationship with your body and food in healing the story that 

makes you feel unsafe in the world. What I mean by unsafe is a feeling of vulnerability, out of 

control, of having no choice but to eat out of alignment with your goals. If you want to hear more 

about what I mean by story, I recommend the episode around why isn’t anyone talking about 

agency and out-of-control eating, because we really get into what I mean by story because 

everyone has a different definition of what they mean by story. I’m going to do a future podcast 

on how a lot of coaches have really lack compassion because what they're calling someone’s 

story is actually people's resistance to healing their story. Stories take time to transform. They're 

not an aha moment away. I'll get into that in a future episode, but you can also listen to the 

episode. I think it’s 71. I’m not sure. It might've been — I can’t remember, but it’s called; why is 

no one talking about out-of-control eating and agency? 

Back to our stories, the more my clients can see their story, the more you see how it holds you 

back, and that’s what’s holding you back, not your body. In fact, your body is actually trying to 

get your attention with failed diets or diagnosis, like depression and anxiety. In my approach, 

clients come to see the profound costs of continuing to only focus on the food and realize what 

they've been missing out on. Not only at Truce with Food, but deeply failing relationships both 

personal and if they have a lifetime partner or a workout path that is aligned with their truth. 

They start to realize that as they transform their story, they show up with more agency and 

choice in their everyday life and they discover that they want new things in life, that now they're 

not spending so much energy on food. 

They will say to me after a couple of months of work together, because it can be challenging in 

the beginning, “I know a bunch of people in my life who would benefit from this.” Yet, they 

believe they aren’t working hard enough on their diet. They’ll say, “I passed on your podcast,” or 

“I mentioned your name,” but they think it doesn't apply to them. How can I help them? How can 

they be reached? It seems they are in denial. 
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I want to talk today about why it seems some people are in denial but in reality they're not in 

denial. If this is you, we’re going to talk about some beginning steps you can take to start to get 

comfortable with this idea that you're probably actually working too hard on the food. 

All of us have a certain level of awareness around our eating and weight struggles and when 

people still think it's that they're not working hard enough, they are just at a certain level of 

awareness, and it's no better or worse. I want that to be clear. It's just that the pain of dieting 

hasn't reached a tipping point. At the same time, this is where it gets really tricky. They’re 

working hard, or type A hard worker identity, blocks them from seeing a more productive path.

If this is you, still laser-focused on food and not addressing the emotional reasons, you spent 

way too much time thinking about and fighting with food or rebooting, I’m going to share today 

how you can start to consider that you're actually working too hard with food and exercise and 

not smart enough on the emotional piece. 

First, we must understand that you, your struggling friends and family were born into cultural 

conditioning that doesn't value emotions. At best, you've probably been told, “Don't be so 

emotional,” or at worst, emotions are dismissed as problems holding you back. People will often 

say, “You should only focus on the positive.” Right? This devalue of motion trickles down into 

everyday norms that we normalize. This is my mental illness is stigmatized. There’s races for 

the cure for cancer. There’s ice bucket challenges for ALS. Yet, have you seen like an all-night 

dance party fundraiser to raise money for bipolar or schizophrenia, or Alcohol or Narcotics 

Anonymous — You have to be anonymous and your in basements as if these emotional issues 

that make people addicted to these issues are moral failings because people are weak. Rather, 

I see it, those tend to be a really sensitive people who are living in a very cold, isolating culture. 

We did an episode with Kate Bee of Sober School where I brought in research of a psychiatrist 

who found with rats. He would put really addictive opiate in their drinking water, and the rats 

who had really lovely cages, other rats around fun games, they would sip the opiates but not be 

addicted, versus the ones who it was cold, it was dark, they’re by themselves. These rats 

become addicted. He started to realize it's your cage rather than the substance itself. 
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I think as our culture, we’ve made a lot of progress in a lot of ways but we still aren't valuing 

emotions and emotional connections that we need which is why we have more issues with food 

coming up because it's a socially acceptable fixation. 

Because our emotions come from our body and they can't be controlled like “logic”, and put 

“logic” in quotes because most logic is driven by emotion. Our culture also doesn't value the 

body, and that’s not the only reason that we don’t value the body, but that's one of the reasons. 

The words we use like war on cancer, or fighting fight and cravings, aren’t just words. I did a 

whole master’s thesis on this. They contain stories and templates of how we approach the body. 

Whether it's aging or our weight, we’re taught to fight our bodies and nip, tuck and control our 

bodies rather than see the wisdom that they offer. 

These two values, or lack of values, I should say, marinade together. As a result our culture and 

all of our institutions; from the media, to medical school, to healthcare, some forms of mental 

health, we pathologize health and weight struggles. What I mean by that is we see weight gain, 

depression, or any diagnosis, even skin issues, as problems to fix rather than as opportunities 

for greater results in vitality. This is a really big deal. 

As a result, we don't have enough stories about the invitations, the possibilities in your health 

and weight loss struggle. That's because they’re far and a few between. Most people won’t 

achieve as great of success as possible with their weight. That’s just the fact. It's not because 

people are weak, don't have enough willpower or discipline, it’s because I believe up until now, I 

think my work is a big offering for people who it’s right for, can have better stories of what’s 

possible when you actually address these emotional issues. 

I think the stories are so far and a few in between, because in my opinion, we as a society have 

not fully understood the problem and solution to what dieting and diagnoses’ are completely 

about. Weight watchers hasn't, therapy hasn’t, coaching hasn't, and I’m starting to think health 

coaching might be more part of the problem than the solution. I'll be sharing in an upcoming 

episode why I’m no longer calling myself a health coach. I’m really disappointed in the health 

coaching community I’ve seen how they have been very vocal about access to healthcare, 

which is a huge issue in America right now. I'll get into some of the blind spots of that. 
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Medicine hasn't come up with a complete metabolic understanding only of weight in the body 

issues, and the media often sets us back in our understanding. They’re about clicks and 

sensation, not reality. If you look to your neighbors, family or friends, most of them aren't 

healthy. They might not be sickly or actively struggling. But think about this. How many of you 

know people who feel alive and aren’t content with their lives. 

I’m not talking about always happy, because 'm very content with my life and I’m pretty fired up 

lately, politically. Think about people you know who feel alive and they feel agency in the 

stresses of their lives. Right? There’s not a lot of good role models out there. We’ve normalized 

really bizarre ways of eating, in dealing with eating issues. About 3% of U.S. population has 

eating diagnoses’ like anorexia. Yet, I'd say conservatively, at least 75% of the country in 

Americare has disordered eating, and this includes what passes as food. 

Now, back to our institutions. They are very siloed. They haven't offered the full view of what's 

happening in perspective of what's possible. I myself have not up with a unique one theory of 

how to go about really using weight struggles and diagnoses’ as is a path to deeper vitality to 

the body. What I’ve done is I’ve studied many different fields from functional medicine, to holistic 

nutrition, to adult development, adult learning and coaching, to bring together all these different 

great ideas but were never synthesized in one piece. There was no degree offer all the 

information I actually needed. 

I remember back 10 years ago when I decided to go to Pen for my masters in adult 

development and coaching, many people asked me why I wasn’t setting nutrition more in-depth, 

and I couldn’t fully articulate why at the time. I just felt really drawn that this was the right 

program for me. But I also realized that traditional nutrition — The history of nutrition as a 

degree was rooted in dieticians being in hospitals giving intravenous fluids or intravenous 

vitamins and minerals to really sick patient's, and it's evolved since then, but there's also a lot of 

big food interest in traditional nutrition curriculum. 

Now, not a lot of RDs are coming together and trying to get out those interests, and I cheer you 

guys on. I applaud you. I support you. But when I was deciding what educational path to go, and 

I took an intro to nutrition course, I realized that understanding the biochemistry wasn't going to 

really help what I saw my clients struggling but. It was more a life emotional challenge. 
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When our education system is so siloed, it’s very hard to integrate new knowledge when it does 

come out. Then you're also competing with knowledge of big interests. For example, the gut 

biome information, right? I should also say, all these issues are a lot more complicated and 

nuanced that you’d like to believe. It's not about just counting points. It's not an easy mindset 

shift. If someone gives you really easy answers, that tells me they don't understand the 

problem. When you're new to a problem, you're very certain and you very much have a 

conviction that your way is your way, but the more expert you get at it, the more humbled you 

are by how nuanced and complex this is. 

Any problem is, whether it's body, whether it's the environment, whether it’s our political system, 

which Trump is just a symptom. There are so many root causes that are really challenging if 

we’re going to turn this around.

The gut biome for example, this information has been building and building for about 30 years, 

and we still have more questions than answers, but it's in the science community. Then, 

therapists, unless they have their own experience of really healing their gut and it being able to 

help their moods, they’re not necessarily getting this continuing education or the advances in 

mental health and how we’re realizing how to not necessarily pathologize when people come in 

with depression. Doctors aren’t learning about that. It’s so hard for them to keep up as it is. This 

isn’t to blame doctors or therapists or anything. It’s just like they’re crunched. 

I know a lot of my clients are therapists and doctors and in the healthcare field. Let me tell you, 

these are wonderful amazing people who are trying to work miracles in a really shitty system. 

Then, on top of — We know that it takes on average 17 years for new medical information the 

trickle down to your doctor. On top of that, we have Big Pharma telling everyone that something 

like depression is something simple like a serotonin deficiency even though we know 30 years 

of research has built as inflammatory condition. If you want more information on that, definitely 

check out episode 12 with Dr. Kelly Brogan,  where we get into the root causes of depression 

and anxiety. 

We, as consumers, start to get information. We are the only — There's only New Zealand and 

Brazil and America allow pharmaceuticals to advertise directly to consumers, because big 
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pharma knows that about 49% of consumers will come in and say, “Hey, I want Wellbutrin,” or “I 

want abilify.” I’m just trying to show you how this big cultural conditioning makes us want a silver 

bullet, nothing that’s complicated, and things that are very siloed, like a pill instead of, “Oh my 

God!” What it really takes to work through depression. Or therapists aren’t taught about blood 

sugar, and they don't know that a big portion of people's anxiety is blood sugar. 

I have so many people who will come in and they feel anxious all the time, and we can reduce 

the anxiety by about 50% and emotional eating just by understanding blood sugar along. But 

this isn't taught in counseling, getting a counseling degree, or it wasn't taught in my coaching 

degree. 

Again, and this is because our institutions separate the emotional and physical and this leads to 

pathologizing all of our issues, because we don't know the language of the body. Unconsciously, 

most education and us as patients or clients come to our body problems as deficiencies, an 

unruly and cooperative thing. As a result, the best most people believe they can hope for is 

losing weight and a lifetime fixation on food to keep it off. Everyone mostly can lose weight. It's 

keeping it off that is the challenge. I’m talking about over a two-year period. That's where we 

find weight loss to be the hardest after the two years. 

When people are stuck in this, I’m just not working hard enough. They don't understand the 

costs. They understand what possible, because we’ve siloed these things and we don't value 

emotions. We think, “That can't be part of it.”

The best we thought we think we can get for is losing weight and just trying to battle food the 

rest of our lives to keep it off. I call that getting to basically zero of the health continuum, of the 

body continuum. It's kind of like when I realized I had defined health as being cancer free. It’s so 

lucky. It’s a great place to be, yet I was having all these issues, like depression, like irritable 

bowel syndrome. I was battling food and my weight. I was 30 pounds heavier. I didn’t realize 

that there was this entire other side of the continuum with infinite possibilities and agency and 

rich life experiences I worked through my issues. 

These costs of not being on the positive side of the wellness continuum, of missing out on 

getting to the root of the emotional issues, isn't clear, because so few people have done it. Even 
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Oprah hasn't done it. Weight watchers is very far away from a holistic solution that teaches you 

about your body. 

In fact, I was working with — I started working with a great client who was doing Weight 

Watchers and she said, “Bread used to be like—” I think she said three points or something, and 

chocolate was like one point. Then when Oprah wanted to be able to say, “I can eat bread.” 

Bread became one point and chocolate became three-points. I may be getting these points 

wrong. I forget exactly. Basically, if that doesn't tell you anything about how unscientific Weight 

Watchers is — You know what I mean? It’s more based on what the market wants to hear 

versus what's true. 

The trickle-down effect is we see our bodies and selves as weak because we are never 

approaching the problem correctly. We’ve replied working hard to other things in our life, like 

school, and work, and that has really paid off. 

As I said in episode 75 about meritocracy, the American promise ,which is very much on life 

support right now, tells you that if you work hard, you’ll move up, like the Jefferson’s. Although in 

this case, it’s time we got a piece of the pie is more literal and you want a reward for all your 

help eating efforts, but your efforts are based on just getting to zero versus the entire other side 

of the health continuum where you get really meaningful changes to your life. You get a return 

on your investment. Not just more pressure to restrict. How many times have you said, “I’ve 

been good for four days. I deserve a treat.” 

This tells me when I hear that from people who said, “This is something I struggle with,” I know 

they’re not getting enough emotional return on their investment to keep going, because when 

you do, the results become inevitable and you just keep feeling better, and that’s the incentive to 

change, not because you're afraid of gaining weight or being bad.

Let’s break down how this cultural conditioning and this cultural path that has arrived us here at 

2017 plays out on the individual level. This is the heart of my work; to extract like a disease 

eating flesh parasite, the patriarchal oppression and influence that sets very low standards for 

the body, and you. You get negative bonus points if you're a woman and robs you of your health, 

joy, and your body, and most meaningful life. 
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You're born into a culture that doesn't value the body or emotions and they become your values 

whether you realize it or not, because you can't separate yourself from your environment until 

there's incentive to change. That incentive to change has to be when your pain, exhaustion, or 

both is greater than the benefit of only focusing on food. This can take a really long time, 

because you can't see or know what you don't know. 

This is mostly because people don't realize what they are missing out on when their life revolves 

around food. We've been told, first comes loving your body then comes the life of your dreams. 

Wait. Is that true we’ve been told? Yeah, first comes loving your body, then comes the life of 

your dreams, which loving your body's is code for weight loss in that context. Instead of loving 

your body is the process that will inform and create and generate the courage to create the life 

of your dreams. I’m going to have to do a whole other episode on what I mean by love your 

body. I’m not talking about doing whatever you want with it, eating whatever you want. I’m 

talking about fierce respect and loyalty to figuring it out, to doing the work or what it requires to 

have a healthy relationship, which includes compassion. 

I would say if someone still believes they are working hard enough, yet clearly not getting 

anywhere long-term, we can all get success in the quick turn. They are still getting something 

out of the process. Some people believe they have control, although if you clearly reflect, you 

can see that you're actually the one being controlled by food and this process. 

I think what keeps people in this pattern and we do get from it while unconscious, is it’s familiar, 

and it provides a sense of safety. I’ve talked a lot on this podcast about how food and body 

issues, one of their main main driver, is a feeling of un-safety. I’ll get more into that in a minute 

what I mean by that. 

Even though this process is maddening, it’s maddening they know. Even though it's like 

groundhog day, they know how groundhog day ends. Familiarity, even when it's frustrating, gets 

us nowhere ,which is the point. By going nowhere, we know exactly where we are. Because 

body struggles, whether they’d be weight, or depression, or anxiety, are in part about emotional 

safety. They have secured a form of safety in knowing how things end and how to diet. There's 
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a lot of familiarity, and I know how to do a diet. I know how to do a 30-day elimination diet, if 

you’ve ever done that. I know how this works. 

This is coming up in a very different way with my Truce with Food clients right now. They're 

doing amazing work. Shout out to you guys. I’m so impressed how far they've come in eight 

weeks. Man — Woman, I should say. I’m on this whole side tangent of when people keep 

saying, “You need to get some balls. Balls are really sensitive, okay? Can we change these 

untrue metaphors? Ovaries are really tough. They’ve got quite a set of ovaries. 

They’re expanding their comfort zone as they transform their emotional story. There in this 

space where their old story is dying and the new one isn't fully formed. It takes time. The scale 

which in the past has anchored them to tell them what success meant in this very big safety 

anchor often starts becoming really alarming right now. Even though they're having emotional 

success and their cravings are going away, they’re eating better, they’re feeling better, this is a 

new kind of success with new measurements and one that they had never experienced will lead 

to, if they do have weight loss goals, weight loss. 

Foods becoming easier, their binges are down, portions are down, and it's not because of the 

plan. I don’t give them a plan. I give them guidelines, but it's not — When you really get to the 

emotional root, you realize you want to be healthy and full of vitality, so you don’t really have to 

make people accountable. They’ll do it themselves. 

They're getting to know their emotional triggers. Yet, it still really knew. The mindset shift that 

they are going through is complex, it's challenging, it is not overnight. Yet, after decades of 

struggling, this stuff is happening more easily without a food plan. The questions are, “Can I 

trust this? Will this ultimately lead to weight loss?”

One client shared how she hoped she could hold onto this food freedom feeling forever that 

she's feeling right now. There's all these uncertainty at around all these good stuff and questions 

around will it ultimately lead to weight loss. They're looking for something familiar right now. 

Leaving dieting behind is kind of like if you’re dropped into a forest at night without a flashlight. 

For a couple of weeks, maybe months, you hear all these noises. Eventually, you realize you're 

safe. In that interim period, it's really frightening. 
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T is so much familiarity in believing I’m just not working hard enough. I have a lot of compassion 

for people here. I was in this space for over a decade. I truly thought I just wasn't working hard 

enough. Part of what kept me blocked is because I had worked hard in life and gotten to the top 

of my class in high school. I was in the honors program at the Schryeyer’s Honor College at 

Penn State. I landed a prestigious challenging corporate job where I was living all over the world 

and moving. 

Working hard had paid off considerably for me, and that’s the other reason people don't address 

the emotional side. They have identities that have benefited from ignoring emotions and 

soldiering on to work really hard. 

When I think about going into the corporate world, I had interned. I had done two corporate 

internships, and I didn’t love them, but they looked really good. They enabled me to in Boston 

and New York. They were with prestigious companies. I didn't have a template for what it would 

feel to feel really enlivened in a career. I just kept going in the corporate world because that’s — 

Now, I know why that I  had projected different things on to it, like prestige and financial security, 

which I really wanted, which ironically having a corporate job is not necessarily safe anymore, 

but this was 20 years ago. 

My God! I’m so — I’m so old. I can't believe how much time has passed and how things have 

changed, but that’s a tangent. What I was saying is I knew how to work really hard to get 

success with that and it was a lot longer of a process to figure out what would really be 

meaningful. We’re getting a lot from these this working hard identity, and adults really only truly 

change when something is either life or work-focused. 

Our health isn't enough of incentive. Our weight isn’t enough of incentive. We may think it is, but 

mainly because we believe our bodies are obstacles rather than oracles. By oracles, I mean 

intuitive oracles. Whether it's being a great student or high-performing worker, or a dependable 

and good mom, husband, or daughter, hard work has helped them accomplish a lot. Those 

people who believe they’re not just working hard enough have recognition and gold stars for 

working hard at enough. 
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However, left unchecked, our strengths can turn into weaknesses. Again, it can be hard to see 

the cost of working hard, not working hard not smart, but in health of life until you have enough 

pain or exhaustion to want to change. 

Adding layer another layer of complexity or hurdle to this, and I’m going into all these so that 

can have compassion for ourselves or the people that we’re trying to reach. This is not just as 

easy as showing data to someone. That when you're in what I call this good girl good or good 

guy mindset, which I know one of the symptoms is I’m just not working hard enough. It's not just 

about looking good by being a hard worker. It’s also about being tuned into the “good”, and I’ve 

got that in quote, information, that is socially acceptable or what we think of as normal, 

scientifically sound, that's proven, that's safe. 

Again, I’m not saying to ignore science. I’ve spent entire four and a half years in graduate 

school setting the science of how adults really change. I dig science, but the more you learn the 

more you realize science is unfolding. Unfortunately, today, a lot of science is influenced by big 

food, big ag, big pharma. Whoa! It is a matrix and we have to have compassion for where we 

are mentally. 

Science isn’t as pure as we believe, but when something is mainstream and proven, it feel safer. 

The good girl good guy mindset isn’t just a belief system, like, “Oh, I’m going to use as a 

reward,” or “I have to think exercise has to be hard.” No. How I’m defining mindset is much 

bigger than a single believe. It's actually an orientation to the world that focuses on group 

harmony, or in this case being normal, doing the information that is safe. 

I have to do more on adult development work. I’ll have to do a podcast episode more on the 

adult development work I do with clients around mindsets, because it can change everything it 

changes. For our purposes here, this mindset is focused on what looks good to others, what’s 

normal, what’s popular. Again, in essence what’s safe, or apparently what’s been proven to be 

safe. 

Again, food and body issues are of the safety issues, so even if you consider yourself a bad 

joiner like myself, an outsider, or different, that feeling different alone this what might make you 
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try to be more normal with your body and the information you use. All of us want to be unique 

and also belong. 

I did my undergraduate honors thesis on this theory called optimal distinctiveness, which is 

about this tension that we have. I never knew it would come in to my health work, because I’ve 

been on the path longer than I thought. 

In the I’m not working hard enough case, it means trusting the media, or doctors, or safe 

information sources. Instead of seeking out your own path, which has risk built into the process. 

Time Magazine — I was at my parents place this past weekend and my dad gets Time 

Magazine. He’s like, “Ali, I want to show you this this article,” and Time Magazine had the cover 

page. I think it’s for June 5th was like weight loss struggles and why people struggle to lose 

weight. It was like not one diet works for everyone, like this was breaking news. I just rolled my 

eyes because I’m like, “By the time it comes to Time Magazine or Cosmo or one of these like 

ad-revenue driven magazines, like most people — I don't know. The science is been there for 

probably 10 or 20 years. 

I credit working through my own food and weight issues with opening up my mindset to be more 

discerning about what works for me and my health, but also how to be more discerning in life 

about everything. I learned to get better at seeing the truth. 

Now, obviously I still have blind spots, and this is a continuous edge for me. Although if Time 

Magazine articles has any indication, I’m still about 10 years ahead of mainstream medicine and 

our collective cultural beliefs, so I can fall off the edge and have enough experience in contacts 

about the emotional connection to our bodies by the time our institutions catch up. 

I’m okay with being further ahead information-wise. It doesn't mean I’ve gotten more head in life 

or anything. I’m not saying that. From a learning perspective, I am more comfortable testing and 

experimenting because I realized that in testing experimenting I get better results than when I 

was just reading on this information. As a result, the magazines I used to subscribe to and pour 

over for slimming tips and recipes and how to fight craving, I just now find a waste of time. I 

used to be so hooked at them because I thought it was missing something, and I was missing 

something. It just wasn't found in those magazine. 
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My good girl mindset at the time that I had actually blocked out the very information I need to be 

exposed to. I was basically seeking out information that would confirm the story of my body and 

my emotions of not addressing the emotional piece and that my body needed to be battled. 

I have learned to have a lot of compassion with myself even though I spent way too much time 

reading information sources that just confirmed I was not working hard enough. What happens 

when we’re in this good girl mindset is you can see the same information but interpret it 

differently. Again, kind of to tie this back to politics, and this is what I’m learning is so much when 

you want to work on issues, don't make it a republican issue or a democrat issue because 

people then have this identity on both sides and then they filter information that would be true or 

block it out based on that identity. You always want to focus on the issues at hand, like women's 

health, or healthcare. 

When you're in this good girl mindset, you can hear the same information and discount or filter it 

to mean something different. I think about the environment that this current regime is fostering. 

It is one of the old-school toxic masculinity, and in the minute — I think it was Minnesota — No. 

Montana. Run off race. A reporter was body checked and his glass is broken. I do think he broke 

his arm, and a bunch of people were outraged at that. Then other people, he raised a hundred 

thousand dollars overnight because he did that. 

If you're in this mindset, you could see the same information and interpret it very differently 

based on if you’re trusting your body and yourself and you value your emotions or if you think 

that’s a deficit. This happens to many people who believe they aren’t working hard enough. 

They get caught in this vicious matrix which, again, I was in there for a decade, probably 15 

years. Our culture is happy to have us distracted from our full agency and freedom. 

When I say culture, I don’t think one person is up here plotting this. That’s a story in and of itself. 

All these values trickle down into this do we matrix. 

If we had our full agency and freedom, we wouldn’t buy half the shit we do, we’d have a lot more 

energy for civic engagement and women wouldn’t spent nearly as much time trying to lose 
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weight and fighting their body, which is Naomi Wolf said, “Dieting is the most powerful political 

sedative in women's history.” 

If you’re listening to this podcast, I’d say you’re way ahead because we are a progressive 

podcast here. The person who has the belief system of I’m not working hard enough also has a 

mindset that at best won't seek out information doesn’t know it needs, and so they feel the cost 

of their current attempts are too great, and worst, continues to focus on the same information 

yet it's dressed up in a different way.  

Marketers realize dieting isn't cool anymore, and so now there are these euphemisms for the 

restrictive approach that go under clean eating and cleansing and rebooting. I also see 

functional medicine taking off, which is great, yet it's one tool and a silver bullet, but it's easy to 

get distracted with all the testing and hoping you'll be able to bypass the emotional work, that it’s 

just your thyroid or it’s just your gut. It’s probably all of it and you still have to approach the 

emotional piece. I haven't seen only functional medicine work unless someone isn’t so much 

physical acute pain. Again, the incentive to change is sky-high. They are so uncomfortable.  

Most of my clients are in this gray area. They’re not feeling superhot every day and yet not in so 

much pain that they can clear their lives to prioritize total changing their diet which requires a lot 

of other changes. 

When you're in the good girl mindset, there is a lot of shame around failing up weight loss or 

your health because you think you don't have enough willpower or discipline. You make it about 

you as a person. That’s what shame is, rather than not having the right tools. If you have a 

diagnosis and you believe you attracted that, first please do not think you did that. That is some 

new age bullshit and it is another oversimplification. 

This thinking you're all alone can sometimes also make people believe they are the exception. 

Exceptional emotional work doesn't apply to me. I don't want to be the cliché that my dad not 

being there is through to my eating issues, or, God, I’m a feminist yet I feel it can't be happy 

without a man and my weight is in the way. Many of my clients have really robust careers, so 

they have been exceptional in their careers or have had exceptional experiences. Like myself 

having cancer is an exceptional experience. Getting to do all these cool jobs when I first out of 
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college on this training program, was super exceptional. Again, this hard working identity is 

something that's really benefited us, and most people who believe I’m just not working hard 

enough like about themselves. 

The side of us that’s wants to be safe are continuing to work hard will generate all kinds of good, 

noble, and bad thoughts to keep them from addressing the emotional side and to believe they 

can bypass this because they're the exception. I am great at this, often thinking the stuff I don't 

want to hear about running a business doesn't apply to me because sales and marketing details 

are not compelling and I’m like, “I don't want to worry about that. I'll just help people.” It’s like, 

“No, Ali.” It takes me so long to get through. 

I tell my clients, this is why I’m really great at coaching because I have to work through every 

single issue myself because I am so stubborn and I’m someone who — My sense of safety has 

grown a lot, but my starting point was like the most afraid. I was more afraid. My clients are 

much braver than I am. Maybe we’re on par now, but it took me 10 years, and they’re that brave 

out of the gate. 

Again, I have so much compassion for people when they’re in this space. No one has taught us 

to bet on our bodies, to bet on how much we can really accomplish if we do hard things. We are 

sold quick fixes all the time. How do you surrender to the emotional side of the equation if this is 

you are the people you love who think they just aren’t working hard enough? 

You got to start with compassion with yourself and the people you really care about. I spent — 

What? 40 minutes explaining the cultural and personal conditioning because that’s what we’re 

up against. Even our experts, many of them don't understand how they’ve been culturally 

conditioned, so they just keep repeating this, these faulty premises. 

This means meeting yourself or the other person exactly where they are, exactly where your 

pain is, and think about planting seeds rather than having to convert in one conversation. For 

adults to change, it takes a while for the awareness of the degree of their problem to arise and 

then seek out support. 
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When I went to my doctor at age 23 with all these health issues, I’ve been struggling for eight 

years. Now, granting this type of information was not as prevalent, I was so fixated on weight-

loss. I didn't even think about approaching other things holistically. 

We really have to have compassion and meet people where they are. If weight loss is their pain, 

if they want to be doing weight watchers, if they want to be doing something else, I’m going to 

give you some tools to help get them to increase that awareness. Of course, a shameless plug, 

this podcast is great information tool. They don’t have to work with me or anything, but it's a 

great information tool because we address the emotional aspect and we address it in a very — I 

have the mechanics. I can speak about it clearly because I studied this. 

Often, people will say, like Krista in her review, we often don't — When we’re in the thick of it, 

we don't have the language, but when someone can point it out, that really resonates. Please, 

share this podcast. 

If you’re the one who is struggling with the emotional side of your body, I recommend 

mainstream media detox fast, including social media. Next, seek out information sources that 

you would normally associate with your body goals, like investigate health modalities that focus 

on your emotions, like EFT, yoga, or dance — EFT is emotional freedom technique. See what 

you gravitate towards. Start to find value in what you're feeling and seek out information sources 

that honor that. 

“Bad emotions” are important signpost things in your life are misaligned. There is valuable data 

is what brings you joy. If you're trying to support someone, make a date to do a class or 

experience similar with that person. We can't change others, yet we can provide them 

experiences to change themselves. 

I also highly recommend for any of you listening, if you're the one struggling, to think about your 

— And you don't want to, right on, hard-core, tackle the emotional stuff. Think about where in 

your past you felt deeply unsafe. Again, this isn’t just a physical, but you felt like an outsider, like 

you were picked on, you were bullied. Whether from childhood, college, whatever. Reflector on 

when you first remember having issues with your body or food. What were the life 

circumstances and how do that make you feel unsafe in your world? 
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You aren’t a cliché. You are human. Most of our emotional pain goes back to that far. Our 

parents and community grew up in a very toxic culture too, and the less privileged you’ve had, 

the more likely the less safety you felt. 

The other thing, and this is really great if you're a friend or a family member who wants to help 

someone, is if you're doing it truly from a place of wanting to help, is reflect on — Ask people to 

reflect on the costs to their life and work not from struggling with their weight but from spending 

so much time and energy around food and the health. What are they missing out on, or what 

you missing out on if this if you listening? Because all your energy is focused on food. Think 

about that. What are the cost to this? There's no free lunch. No free lunch. What are you 

missing out? You might only have a view of like looking through a keyhole. You’re probably only 

able to see the immediate costs, not all the missing choices beyond that, but just start there. 

These are some clues, it's the emotional healing that needs to be done now. Especially where 

you felt unsafe as a child, and a lot of people think they're over the stuff, they worked with a 

therapist, et cetera, although the approach that I take because it’s adult development, we see 

how that story is still echoing today. Why you want rewarded for your food and body when 

you're feeling unsafe today, and why you choose food instead of working through the stress? 

Choosing food is the safer route. Well, it appears to be safer. 

Also realized, emotional healing is challenging work. It's more rewarding than struggling with 

your body and certainly offers freeing up space to not be so into food rather than having to 

worry about always gaining weight back. While there will never be a perfect time to dive in, it's 

not easy, and you aren’t crazy for wanting to avoid having to do this work. Yet, I will offer you a 

couple of things. One; you can do hard things. You are much stronger than you realize, and this 

process of addressing your emotions will transform you into a person who is so comfortable in 

their skin because they know how much agency and freedom is really available to them, 

available to you. 

I will also offer you — A lot of my clients have told me, “Yeah, it’s challenging, but it is equally 

hugely relieving.” I think many would concur or agree that what’s most heart about addressing 

the emotional side of his patients as the self-trust returns, and it isn’t a quick fix. It’s the patient 
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and it's the self-trust. It’s not hard like, “Oh my God! I can't eat that.” “Oh my God! I’m so 

hungry,” or “I have to work out so much.” It’s different kind of hard, but the dose is the medicine. 

As you realize you can stay with that uncertainty, you feel safer. 

Consider there are other possibilities to how you're feeling now, much greater possibilities, and 

that there are other paths, other kind support and practitioners to help you heal emotionally. If 

you shall need them, they are there to support you. 

I want to give a shout out to all my clients past and present who I’ve ever worked with. Lately, as 

much as I’m fired up about climate, I just feel such a deep sense of gratitude and awe for the 

people that come across my path and choose to hope along with me. I cherish you guys,  you 

women and men, so much. I often feel like I’m on this really cool kind of zany island where we 

talk about vagina statues and Sgt. Poop, and you decide to come hang with me even though 

there’s no plane or bus to get there yet, but you figured it out, how to get to the island. You take 

the leap without at being the safe route yet. 

The totality of the work we do together is not in the collective consciousness and so it feels less 

safe and it will feel in 10 or 20 years, maybe when Time Magazine covers the emotional side of 

this equation., but you do it anyways. You take the leap. You’re open, bold, and brave, and 

you’re offering stories of what happens when we see the body as wise and directing us to the 

truth we are meant to impact the world with. You guys are the new media, that our greatest body 

struggles can be our path to agency and a new way of being in the world to create a healthier 

world, and mind, body, and soul, one that does value emotions in the body. 

You're showing others what’s possible on the other side of the wellness continuum, beyond just 

getting by, and being an example, a living story of what's possible, is the greatest thing you can 

do to support others. Thank you for being you. Keep at , and you know I’m cheering you on. 

I hope this episode was helpful. I know it seems like we had to go into a lot of my mindset stuff, 

yet you can’t extract it if you don't see it. If you like this episode, let me know, Facebook 

@aliemarieshapiro. I think that’s my Facebook? It will be after this at and the end of the closing. 
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Again, if you can read a review if this podcast has helped you, it will help me out. Yeah, we'll see 

you back next week. Thanks for being listeners. 

[END OF EPISODE]

[0:51:37.6] AS: Have questions or reactions about the episode? Reach out to me on Instagram 

and Twitter @alimshapiro, or Facebook at facebook.coom/alimarieshapiro. If you love this show, 

please leave an iTunes review and tell one friend this week about how to get the Insatiable 

Podcast on their phone. 

See you on social media.

[END]
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